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Department of Civil Engineering

1. Infrastructure Development & Construction Management
2. Regional Planning & Surveying
3. Transportation Engineering & Planning
4. River & Environmental Engineering
5. Coastal & Ocean Engineering
6. Hydrology & Water Resources Engineering
7. Geotechnical Engineering
8. Concrete & Construction Engineering
9. Earthquake & Disaster Mitigation Engineering
10.Mechanics & Structures
11. International Projects
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Incoming students: Where are they 
from?



Why create a specialised corpus?

✤ Large variation between different academic disciplines in terms of 
word frequencies, collocational patterns & rhetorical moves: e.g. 4-
word lexical bundles from fields of Biology, Electrical Engineering, 
Applied Linguistics & Business Studies >50% unique (Hyland 2008)

✤ Specialised corpora a good starting point for design of ESP materials - 
an area where publishers are unwilling to invest resources due to the 
restricted audience



SCCERA (Specialized Corpus of 
Civil Engineering Research Articles)

✤ Phase 1: Consultation with corpus linguists & civil engineers on the 
design & make-up of SCCERA (balanced & representative)

✤ Phase 2: Construction of SCCERA

✤ Phase 3: Quantitative & qualitative analysis of the corpus 

✤ Phase 4: Exploring pedagogic applications of the corpus

✤ Phase 5: Dissemination of research results



SCCERA characteristics

✤ Total size: ~ 8 million words

✤ 45 journals (43 cited in SCI Expanded or SSCI)

✤ 1,100 research articles (most cited or downloaded)

✤ Year of publication: Range = 1989 - 2014; Mean = 2009

✤ 3,807 contributing authors (average of 3.46 authors per article)

✤ 1,598 participating institutions from 80 countries



Participating institutions by 
country (N = 80)



Participating institutions by 
country (N = 80)



Research questions

✤ What are the most frequently occurring keywords in civil engineering 
RAs?

✤ How are keywords from SCCERA distributed across established external 
wordlists - General Service List (West, 1953) & Academic Word List 
(Coxhead, 2000)?

✤ How are keywords from SCCERA distributed across the sub-divisions of 
civil engineering?

✤ What are the most frequent 3 - 6-word bundles in civil engineering RAs?

✤ How can this data inform materials design in an ESP context?



Keywords analysis (BNC reference 
corpus)

✤ Highlights words which are unusually frequent/infrequent compared 
to a reference corpus & helps to characterize the ‘aboutness’ of a genre

✤ Potentially more useful for materials design than raw word frequency 
data

✤ SCCERA keywords focus on materials; observing, measuring & 
reporting on their physical properties or behaviours 

✤ Large degree of nominalisation (analysis, behaviour, distribution, etc), 
shifting the focus from an agent to an object or concept



Top 50 keywords in SCCERA



Top 40 keywords in SCCERA

et. al table soil ratio
fig shear based spatial

model using stress variables
data wave the distribution

equation figure observed strain
results surface velocity method
values parameters temperature parameter
models water measured measurements

flow analysis behavior shown
concrete eq coefficient earthquake



RANGE (Heatley &Nation, 1994) - 
Vocabulary profiling tool

http://www.lextutor.ca (Tom Cobb)

http://www.lextutor.ca


Distribution of keyword families 
across GSL, AWL & ‘off-list’

GSL AWL Off-list



Distribution of keyword families 
across GSL, AWL & ‘off-list’

GSL AWL Off-list

“Taken together, the first 2,000 words in West’s (1953) GSL and the word 
families in the AWL account for approximately 86% of the Academic 
Corpus” (Coxhead 2000: 222)



Distribution of keyword families 
across SCCERA: GSL
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Distribution of keyword families 
across SCCERA: AWL

project

Concrete 
Engineering

Infrastructure, 
Development & 

Management

Coastal 
Engineering



Distribution of keyword families 
across SCCERA: Offlist

cement

Coastal 
Engineering

Infrastructure, 
Development & 

Management

Concrete 
Engineering



AntConc - Wave collocates



AntConc - Wave collocates (80+)

Collocate Hits
height 813

velocity 279
period 263
break 249

energy 174
model 148

condition 147
propogation 145

runup 115



Lexical bundles

✤ Defined as “the most frequently occurring lexical sequences in a 
register” (Biber, Conrad & Cortes 2004)

✤ “lexical bundles are crucially important for the construction of discourse in 
all university registers” (Biber 2006: 174)



Lexical bundles are…

✤ Extremely common

✤ Usually not idiomatic in meaning

✤ Usually not perceptually salient

✤ Usually not complete structural units, but instead tend to bridge 2 phrases 
(e.g. ~5% for academic writing)

✤ Function as ‘discourse frames’ for the expression of new information - they 
don’t express new propositional meaning themselves

(Biber & Barbieri 2007: 269/70)



Lexical bundles (formulaic 
language

“Given the importance of formulaic language, it can be argued that it needs 
to be part of language syllabuses […] Unfortunately, this is not the case. A 
perusal of almost any EFL/ESL textbook or test yields a paucity of formulaic 
sequences targeted for explicit attention/noticing, and even for those that do 
occur, there does not seem to be much principled basis for selection” 

(Martinez & Schmitt 2012: 301)



Lexical bundles in SCCERA (20 or 
40 occurrences per million cut-off)



Lexical bundles in SCCERA



Selecting lexical bundles for 
pedagogical applications

✤ Start with longest bundles (6-word), e.g. it should be noted that the

✤ Work through list from longest to shortest (6-word        3-word), using 
key words (e.g. noted) to search for related bundles:  be noted that;  
should be noted 

✤ Use KWIC function in a concordancer (e.g. AntConc) to decide if 
bundles are fragments of longer bundles or not



Selecting lexical bundles - examples 
in the decision-making process

✤ should be noted - excluded from list (KWIC search of SCCERA using AntConc 
indicates it is a fragment of it should be noted that)

should be noted: total hits = 374

Right sorted: should be noted that = 339 hits (90.6%)

Left sorted: it should be noted = 364 (97.3%)

✤ in the form - included in final list (not solely a fragment of in the form of, but 
also in the form + eqn)

in the form: total hits = 395

Right sorted: in the form of = 335 hits (84.8%)
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Typical patterns in clusters

✤ “Almost 30 per cent of the top 100 chains (types) have this pattern 
PREP the N of the. If we count closely related chains, with an indefinite 
article (in the context of a) or with embedded adjectives, such as the 
ADJ N of the (the far side of the), then, over 40 per cent of the top 100 
chains have this pattern.” (Stubbs & Barth 2003: 82)

✤ (34.7% in SCCERA)



Lexical bundles in SCCERA by 
type

Discourse 
organizers Referential

Stance

Biber & Barbieri 2007: 279



Referential expressions

✤ Specifying attributes: a little bit of; the size of the; the nature of the

✤ Time/place/text deixis: in the USA; at the end of the; as shown in Fig



Conclusion

✤ Keywords from SCCERA (compared with GSL & AWL) provide the 
foundation for a more systematic approach to academic vocabulary 
development for civil engineering students

✤ Lexical bundles complement keyword lists in materials design by 
providing a ‘phraseological profile’ of a genre (Romer 2010: 27)

✤ Because lexical bundles are frequent but not perceptually salient, ‘they 
might be good candidates for overt instruction’ (Biber & Barbieri 2007: 284)

✤ “it is necessary to go beyond frequencies and complement the corpus-
derived information with research tapping into their pedagogic relevance, 
with suggestions from teachers and students” (Flowerdew 2012: 268)
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Lexical bundles

✤ Lexical bundles occurring at 20-40 times per million words or more considered 
(conservative - less conservative approaches: see Biber & Barbieri 2007)

✤ “an ESP perspective, considering each register on its own terms, is required to adequately 
describe the use of lexical bundles in the university context” (Biber & Barbieri 2007: 265)

✤ Three main functions of lexical bundles (Biber & Barbieri 2007: 270):

1. Expressions of stance (epistemic, desire, obligation, intention/prediction, ability)

2. Discourse organizers (topic introduction, topic elaboration/clarification, referential 
identification/focus)

3. Referential expressions (imprecision indicators, specifying attributes, time/place/text-
deixis) - dominant function in written university registers



Conclusion

✤ Keywords from SCCERA (compared with GSL & AWL) provide the 
foundation for a systematic approach to academic vocabulary 
development for civil engineering students

✤ Word bundles???

✤ “A student in the university context will frequently encounter [word 
bundles]… failure to understand their textual and interpersonal functions 
will obviously influence her/his success in dealing with both spoken and 
written language situations” (Biber & Barbieri 2007: 284)

✤ “more work probably has to be put into the creation of reliable corpus-
based language descriptions for learners and teachers, especially 
descriptions of specialized discourses” (Römer 2010: 29)



Conclusion

✤ “[…] some researchers have argued that factors such as perceptual salience 
and developmental readiness are more important than frequency for 
acquisition… If these findings are generalizable, they might indicate that 
the discourse functions of lexical bundles are not easily acquired: they are 
not perceptually salient, despite their high frequency. If so, lexical bundles 
might be good candidates for overt instruction.” (Biber & Barbieri 2007: 
284)

✤ “it would seem sensible to combine our formulaic sequences into these 
wordlists in a way that would create a much more inclusive overall 
description of the most frequent (and therefore useful) lexical items of 
English, both individual and multi-word” (Martinez & Schmitt 2012: 304)



Lexical bundles can be deceptively 
transparent

✤ “It is not unreasonable to guess that L2 learners processing those 
expressions [in the PHRASE List] might therefore actually believe 
they understand them (if they identify them) simply because the 
individual words are so well known, making them, in Laufer’s (1989) 
terms, ‘deceptively transparent’ (Martinez & Schmitt 2012: 313)



Lexical bundles included in 
assessments of complexity?

✤ “There is also the potential […] for the development of an automated 
lexical profiling tool such as Range (Heatley and Nation 1994) that 
instead of only analyzing a text for individual words […] also carries 
out a ‘sweep’ for phrases […] to more accurately reflect its lexical 
complexity’ (Martinez & Schmitt 2012: 315/6)



Lexical bundles in SCCERA 
compared to PHRASE List

✤ Only 13.2% of lexical bundles in SCCERA occur in Martinez & 
Schmitt’s (2012) PHRASal Expressions List (PHRASE List) - 505 most 
frequent, non-transparent multi-word expressions in English (derived 
from BNC)

✤ Specialized corpus (SCCERA) vs general corpus (BNC)

✤ Transparency (receptive vs productive goals)

✤ 3- to 6-word bundles vs 2- to 4-word bundles



3-word clusters

based on the with respect to in the case
as well as in this paper there is a

the number of one of the the value of
in order to in this study the presence of

shown in fig a function of can be used
in terms of the case of the fact that
due to the part of the according to the

the effect of a number of as a result
the use of the effects of be used to

as shown in the results of the other hand



4-word clusters

in the case of the results of the it is important to
on the other hand is shown in fig it should be noted

as a function of the size of the in the context of
as shown in fig are shown in fig is assumed to be
as well as the is based on the the fact that the
can be used to the end of the should be noted that
on the basis of at the end of in the form of

with respect to the the effect of the it is possible to
in terms of the at the same time it can be seen
as a result of in the united states in this paper we



SCCERA journal list



Phase 1: Consultation on corpus 
design
Corpus linguists & academics from 12 departments of Civil Engineering 
consulted on design criteria:
✤ Peer-reviewed journals, preferably listed in Science Citation Index 

Expanded (SCI) or  Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)
✤ Widely read & respected by researchers; considered “key journals” or 

“desired outlets for academic work”
✤ Higher impact factors (IF), 5-year IF, Eigenfactor, article influence 

(Thomson Reuters)
✤ Research articles selected by (a) Most cited; (b) Most viewed; (c) Most 

recent (1 article per volume)
✤ Minimum size of 1 million words recommended for specialised 

corpora (Kennedy 1998; Pearson 1998; Rea Rizzo 2010)



Phase 2: Construction of SCCERA

✤ HTML or PDF version of articles copied into MS Word

✤ Extraneous information removed (references, date of acceptance, 
author affiliation, contact info., tables & figures, equations)

✤ Text cleaned up using spelling & grammar checking function of MS 
Word (hyphenated words, conjoined words, character misreadings)

✤ HTML fragments (‘Table options’, ‘Turn Mathjax on’, etc.) removed 
using find & replace function in MS Word

✤ Articles saved as text-only (.txt) files



Phase 2: Construction of SCCERA

✤ 2nd round of cleaning up using text-only files (Greek symbols, etc.)

✤ Final document checked against original PDF file

✤ SCCERA part-of-speech (POS) tagged using CLAWS 4 (Lancaster 
University UCREL C7 tag set (Total no. tag types = 137):             
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws7tags.html)

http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws7tags.html


Phase 2: Construction of SCCERA

UCREL CLAWS 7 Tagset
VVG = -ing participle of lexical verb
NN1 = singular common noun
NN2 = plural common noun
II = general preposition



Processing time (mins per RA)

March 10
2014 April 19

2014

Mean = 7.5
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Common problems
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Common problems
Words 

split with 
hyphens

Specialised words 
incorrectly identified as 
mistakes (collinearity)

Letters incorrectly 
identified (ll)

Text broken up  by footnotes, 
page numbers, etc. 



Common problems

[…] and is given by (Equation 1) 
where x denotes…



Common problems

Mathematical symbols 
not recognised

[…] and is given by (Equation 1) 
where x denotes…



Common problems

Mathematical symbols 
not recognised

Columns not 
recognised

[…] and is given by (Equation 1) 
where x denotes…



Phase 3: Analysis  of the corpus

Research focus

Corpus 
linguistics 
literature

Student 
problems in 

academic 
writing

Frequency & 
keywords 
analysis

Insights from 
civil engineers



Phase 3: Quantitative analysis of 
SCCERA

✤ Corpus analysis using WordSmith Tools 6.0 (Scott 2011)

✤ Comparisons across (a) RAs, (b) sub-sections, (c) sub-disciplines

✤ Word frequencies, keywords, key keywords, 2 to 8-word lexical 
bundles, type/token ratios, pedagogically significant concordance 
lines - e.g. disambiguation of near-synonymous words (Lee & Swales 
2006)



Phase 3: Qualitative analysis of 
SCCERA

✤ Discourse analytical approach, investigating rhetorical characteristics 
of civil engineering RAs

✤ Move sequences in RA abstracts, introduction & discussion sections 
(often the most complex & problematic sections)

✤ Multimodality in civil engineering RAs



Word frequency (position)

et. al (24/5) table (52) models (89) concrete (108)
model (29) figure (59) flow (93) method (109)

fig (32) may (61) shown (92) effects (112)
we (35) values (64) if (94) mean (113)

between (36) level (69) case (95) average (114)
time (37) analysis (72) large (97) same (115)
used (39) surface (76) project (98) stress (116)

results (44) number (77) area (100) observed (117)
equation (45) study (82) effect (102) change (126)

using (46) value (83) due (104) see (192)



Multimodality in civil engineering 
RAs

(see Table 1)

(see Fig. 1a)

(Fig. 2)

[…], as in Eqn. (1):(see Fig. 1)

Fig. 3 presents…



Epistemic language

Modal Verbs Could Couldn’t May Might Should Shouldn’t Would 
Wouldn’t Will Won’t Adjectives Always Apparent Certain A certain 
extent Clear Evident Possible Probable Nouns Claim Doubt Estimate 
Evidence Possibility Lexical Verbs Appear Argue Assume 
Believe Claim Doubt Estimate Expect Indicate Know Predict Presume Propose 
Seem Speculate Suggest Suppose Tend Think Adverbs About Actually 
Almost Apparently Approximately Around Certainly Clearly Definitely 
Doubtless Essentially Evidently Frequently Generally In fact Indeed 
Largely Likely Never Normally Obviously Of course Often Perhaps Possibly 
Presumably Probably Quite Rarely Relatively Sometimes Surely Undoubtedly 
Usually
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Most frequent epistemic items in 
academic writing (Hyland & Milton 
1997)
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Epistemic items in SCCERA 
(frequency)

may (11,127) could (4,044) appear (2,267) certain (1,204)

estimate(s) (10,823) possible (3,713) approximately (2,160) quite (1,041)

will (7,703) expect (3,488) evidence (1,902) argue (875)

about (6,019) predict (3,223) might (1,889) indeed (833)

indicate(s) (5,794) estimate (N) (2,942) tend (1,502) apparent (757)

would (5,722) likely (2,934) clear (1,478) wouldn’t (9)

should (4,754) relatively (2,884) seem (1,456) won’t (6)

assume (4,727) often (2,486) usually (1,439) couldn’t (3)

suggest (4,315) around (2,480) almost (1,419) doubtless (3)

propose (4,074) generally (2,311) clearly (1,302) shouldn’t (2)



Modal expressions

will not
would not

should not
could not

would
should



Modal expressions

will not
would not

should not
could not

would
should



POS - CLAWS tagset

Position POS tag Info. SCCERA Medical Brown

1 N nouns 32.2% 29.1% 23.1%

2 V verbs 13.4% 11.1% 15.5%

3 I prepositions 13.4% — —

4 J adjectives 10.2% 9.7% 6.9%



Coastal Engineering: Keywords vs. 
SCCERA (position)

wave (1) storm (13) numerical (23) reef (33)

sea (2) shoreline (14) height (24) waters (34)

coastal (3) coast (15) bed (25) salinity (35)

ice (4) erosion (16) islands (26) breakwater (37)

waves (5) tidal (17) water (27) surge (38)

ocean (6) tide (18) shore (28) swash (39)

breaking (7) beaches (19) offshore (29) Atlantic (40)

beach (9) currents (20) island (30) coasts (41)

shelf (10) depth (21) dune (31) figure (42)

wind (12) arctic (22) runup (32) shelves (44)



Coastal Engineering: Keywords vs. 
BNC (position)

wave (2) ocean (14) breaking (25) tsunami (36)

et al (3/4) water (16) wind (26) eq (37)

coastal (5) figure (17) tidal (27) boundary (38)

ice (6) velocity (18) flow (28) erosion (39)

model (8) surface (19) beach (29) the (40)

fig (9) depth (20) height (30) values (41)

equation (10) numerical (21) storm (32) elevation (42)
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Keywords: Hard vs. soft sub-
disciplines of civil engineering

Hard (Mechanics & Structures) Soft (Infra- structure dvlpt)
damping load project risk
response steel construction pavement

beam force management risks
structural displacement projects team
stiffness strain cost research
bridge equation success safety
control damage life leadership

vibration frequency costs performance
damper excitation managers process


